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Why should we start to think about the need for 

 

Development of numerous and diverse 

spaces or neighboring lands;

North, North West and South West, refugees 
from the East);

Development of voluntary or compulsory 
social and environmental norms and standards 
imposed upon some partners of Cameroon, 

reforms;

  

All right holders granted by the State, but 

permanent threats to order public or even to 
social peace;
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The ownership issue is not actually the 
core one, though it is important: mapping a 

a community ownership over it if land tenure 
does not allow it.

private companies and even the government. 

Maps issued from these processes were mainly 
used to solve issues related to community rights 

The legal status of these cards remained uncertain, 

in Cameroon: the one of disparity in methodologies 

country.

way possible to apply the law. And although it 

law provisions.

 

In Cameroon, there is no law on villages, and the 

limits other than those of villages they are made 

Therefore, determining limits of villages will help 

Who could appropriately determine limits of the 

 

system, providing some new tools of which the 

desired by the legislator: development plans of 
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• 

forest and they aim at impact on the fragile forest 
ecosystem. The document adopted by a decree 

• 

given area;

• With the help of local people, locate, map 
and mark resources to be protected during 
logging;

• Taking into account the needs of 

and logging. 

mapping. It is the only case where an applicable 

mapping.

The ranking of forests

the permanent forest estate of Cameroon. 

of a state forest takes into account the social 
environment of indigenous peoples who keep their 

-

• Sacred trees;

-
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In preparing the preliminary technical informa-

-
-

-
-

infrastructures, “which may give rise to com-

-

Three lessons can be learned from these provisions:

• 

• The map is indicated as an appropriate for 

• 

considered site. 

and locate them on a map using GPS points.

• 

and customs are socially taken into account.
 

on permanent massifs by scheduling in space and 

Some of the challenges faced by forestry companies 

claim customary property rights over spaces. 

decision-making because of the relevance of that 

HERE: Map of community uses in protected areas

• Annual forest fee

forest fee paid by loggers will be allocated to the 

community.
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• Community forestry 

permanent forest estate. The procedure provides, 
among other things:

• 
forest

• Determine the limits of the community 
forest

forest, ensuring that spaces used privately 

community forest, including with neighbouring 

manner.

 

In the domain of land too, applicable laws contain 

mapping.  

era.  

concessions. 

• The Advisory Commission

space in agricultural and pastoral areas according 

receives as part of the procedure to obtain a land 

valid if the village or community chief and a notable 

during the survey. It is addressed to the minister in 

Minister of Agriculture and the Minister of Livestock 

The advisory commission is the local body 
responsible for providing advice to the central 

individuals in need of land. However, this decision 
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• 

• 

• 

large scale land transfers, since it is likely to contain 

• 

land of each village.

• 

To conduct public works, the State needs to make 

compromised rights. It can be rights on those lands 

farms, etc.). 

remains a proof of uses and rights, which can be 

 

promoter in preparing his EIA include:

• 
and its physical, biological, socio-economic 

• 
socio-cultural elements and resources likely 

a map, will also be a tool for baseline data, from 

 

Cameroon is both an agricultural and breeding 
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In areas with both breeders and farmers, it is 

by proposing to the divisional authority a 

themselves determine sites to be use by each of 

of this issue, it is important that these data be 

be recorded in a cartographic support, which in will 
allow monitoring.  

that when such disputes arise, members of the 
advisory commission to usual members, include a 
farmer and the chief breeder. Hence it is in charge 
of: 

• 
areas and in breeding areas according 

• 

and crop cycle, agriculture and livestock can 

can only own a seasonal use right;
• Monitor in permanence agro-pastoral land 

to ensure that farmers and ranchers respect 

•  

must be approved by a decision of the Governor of 

transhumance, delimit them and bring them to the 

mapping, here again, seems to be the only tool 
indicated, due to the contradictory nature of its 

 

Cameroon is engaged in a process of territory 
planning. The process started with the guiding 

with a proposal for various land uses, and it 
will be important to ensure that spaces used by 
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